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Sense and security
As the holidays approach, keeping information safe from hackers becomes more important than ever

By EMMY FREEDMAN
The Breeze

And once someone has your
identity, it’s hard to recover
what’s been lost or prevent the
thief from using it.
It may be a pain to change
“I know it’s very popular for
your JMU password every three
people to put their cards and
months, but the university
their phones together in a nice
has good reason for requiring
little wallet cover,” Kathleen
students to engage in this
Moore, an intelligence analysis
security measure.
professor, said. “Be very careful
“A lot of students — and I
when you’re doing that. You
don’t mean to mock students
need to be militant. Because
— think they know technology
once [a hacker] has the credit
because they can type with their
c a rd p a i re d w i t h w h a t ’s
thumbs,” Timothy Walton, an
basically your mini-computer,
intelligence analysis professor,
you are just that much more
said. “That’s not technology.
vulnerable.”
Te c h n o l o g y i s h ow y o u r
Universities, with their highsmartphone is produced, what
speed internet access and mass
its capabilities are, and that’s
concentration of people with
much more complicated than
heavy social media usage habits,
just turning it on.”
might as well be flashing neon
Walton should know. He
signs welcoming in hackers.
spent 24 years as an analyst for
And with the holidays coming
the CIA and now instills that
up and therefore a surplus in
knowledge upon his students.
online shopping, there are that
“We give our students a very
many more opportunities for
stern talk about doing stupid
hackers to infiltrate your online
stuff on Facebook and putting
accounts.
things on there that seem
“When you’re on public
cute and funny to you, but
STEPHANIE MORALES / THE BREEZE
Wi - Fi , y o u ’ re a l s o m o re
think about what an employer
thinks,” Walton said. “Because Universities are highly targeted by hackers since they have mass populations that all use a shared public Wi-Fi network and security can often take a backseat. susceptible to attacks,” Connor
every employer checks social media. That is now the reality. And if numbers, and special characters, instead of family names or birthdays. Hamel, a senior intelligence analysis major, said. “And if you’re doing
you’ve got pictures of you being drunk or in various stages of undress,
“Hackers study us,” Edna Reid, an intelligence analysis professor, online banking, just make sure that you’re constantly changing your
imagine what an employer will think.”
said. “And people don’t realize that once people hack into your Target passwords and you’re mindful of the basic essentials of trying to be on
Walton’s colleagues join him in this thinking, who stress that students or your Michaels or Facebook account, then they start searching the top of your game as far as how you handle your online interactions.”
should use different passwords for every password-protected site, internet to get more information about you. And they build profiles and
see SECURE, page 3
and those passwords should have capitalized and lowercase letters, use that to take over your identity and get into your banking account.”

An unexpected addition
Struggling Dukes welcome walk-on
By BENNETT CONLIN
The Breeze

COURTESY OF JMU ATHLETICS COMMUNICATIONS

Freshman guard Tyriq Nady sets up the offense for the Dukes.

When freshman Tyriq Nady stepped onto the
court in JMU men’s basketball’s season opener
against Old Dominion University, the walk-on
was ecstatic to fulfill his lifelong dream of playing
Division I basketball. As the energetic point guard,
affectionately nicknamed Ricochet Rabbit by
assistant coach Mike Deane, stepped onto the floor,
the referees stopped Nady in his tracks by blowing
their whistles and giving the Virginia Beach native a
technical foul. The late addition to the Dukes wasn’t
on the team’s official roster.

Credit Unions are

Better than Banks

“I didn’t even know how to react,” Nady said.
Nady, who made the team this fall during a walkon tryout, was listed on the roster online, but the
official books for the game weren’t updated prior to
tip off.
“That’s something that will never happen again,
obviously,” head coach Louis Rowe said. “We actually
had him on the roster, but when we handed the
roster, I guess … they didn’t check to make sure that
he was in the book.”
JMU added Nady to their roster when the coaches
realized they could use some point guard help and
Nady had all the right traits.
“He’s exactly what you want from a walk-on,”

!

Here’s Why
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any Bank or
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Deane said. “He’s really enjoyable to be around and
he’s quick, he’s very quick.”
On a team with seven seniors, Nady stands out
as one of the most reliable players in the eyes of the
coaches.
“It’s all about trust,” Rowe said. “I trust him. I know
his heart’s in the right place, I know he’s gonna try
the best that he can and I know he cares about us
being successful.”
While fitting into a roster of upperclassmen
isn’t easy, the lone freshman on the team has
blended right in with the experienced players.
see HOOPS, page 10
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Across
1 Asset for Sherlock
6 Fast
11 Additional information?
14 Important period
15 Eat into
16 What makes a deal ideal?
17 Elaborate costume parties
19 Pickle
20 “Zip it!”
21 Prosperity
22 “Blah, blah, blah,” for short
24 Golden __
25 “I used to be Snow White, but I __”: Mae West
26 Part of the pelvis
29 In essence
30 “Bor-r-ring”
31 LPGA great Lopez
32 Green shade
35 Rare blood type, briefly
36 Shakespearean barmaid
37 Picky details
38 “But __ got high hopes ... “: song lyric
39 Neutral tone
40 Prefix with -gram
41 Like angel food cake
43 Curry favor with, with “to”
44 Ill-mannered
46 Veers suddenly
47 Distance runners
48 First name in folk
49 How it’s always done, initially
52 Heat meas.

By Jeff Stillman

53 Places for seeing stars?
56 CSA soldier
57 Green shade
58 Fragrances
59 Pack animal
60 Snooped (around)
61 “Check”

34 “Hurry!” letters
36 Tried to make it on one’s own
37 Storied loch
39 New Orleans’ __ Street
40 Crude smelting product
42 “Once upon a midnight dreary” poet
43 Two-checker piece
44 Eclipse shadow
45 Times in ads
46 Daydreamed, with “out”
48 Nonsense talk, whose circled letter is the
start of what might be done with items in the
four longest puzzle answers
49 Stuffed shirt
50 Brutish one
51 “You there!”
54 Ones following the nus?
55 Court promise
Last week’s answers

Down
1 NASA vehicles
2 Fish with vermilion fins
3 “Jeepers!”
4 “Ugh!”
5 Enjoy Orbit
6 Masonry-reinforcing rod
7 Inland Asian sea
8 D.C. player
9 Set-for-life set
10 Lot
11 What can help you avoid getting stuck
changing diapers?
12 Form a coalition
13 Personalized collection of love songs, say
18 Consider
23 Toronto Argonauts’ org.
24 “... bug in __”
25 Hustle or shuffle
26 Former Mideast ruler
27 Tops
28 Groups with a piece-keeping strategy?
29 Like many a stray dog
31 Bay sound
33 Incredulous dying words

Find the answers online at: breezejmu.org/site/crossword_answers
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Upcoming Events

Weekend Forecast

Friday

Friday

b Salsa Night @ The
Artful Dodger
Coffeehouse &
Cocktail Lounge, 9
p.m. to 2 a.m.

b Holiday Parade and
Tree Lighting
Ceremony @ Court
Square, 7:30-9 p.m.

Saturday
b Santa Photos @
JCPenney Court in
the Valley Mall, 12-8
p.m.

High: 46
Low: 28
Saturday

High: 46
Low: 29

b Holidayfest: Dreams
of the Nutcracker @
Forbes Center for
the Performing Arts,
8 p.m.

Sunday

Sunday
b Sparkling Wine
Tasting @ Vito’s
Italian Kitchen 1-3
p.m.

b Pink Ambition:
Student Spotlight @
Court Square
Theater, 7:30 p.m.
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Dukes take action for Standing Rock

IN BRIEF
U.S.

Students join protesters in North Dakota, rally in solidarity on campus

Wildfire causes mass
evacuation in Tennessee
The largest fire to hit Tennessee’s soil in 100 years
broke out on Monday night, leaving three people dead.
The fire, which spans across Gatlinburg and parts of
Pigeon Forge, forced over 14,000 people to evacuate
their homes, many of whom sought shelter provided by
the Red Cross. The fire destroyed over 150 homes and
buildings.
Over 400 firefighters have been actively trying to
contain the fire since late Monday night in an attempt
to prevent it from spreading through the Great Smoky
Mountain city. There are currently dozens of hot spots
burning in the region. Hurricane-like winds, gusting at
up to 80 mph, have further spread the fire.
The strong storms and heavy rain that occurred
Tuesday evening may have aided the firefighters’ efforts.
At least 14 injuries have been reported as a result of
the wildfire.
WORLD

Airplane crash in Colombia kills 71

COURTESY OF TRIBUNE NEWS SERVICE

Six people have been confirmed alive after a passenger
plane crashed in the mountains of Medellín, Colombia,
on Monday. The plane was carrying 77 people, including
members of up-and-coming Brazilian soccer team
Chapecoense. Survivors are being treated at various
hospitals in Colombia.
According to CNN, three Chapecoense soccer team
members, two crew members and one journalist are the
only survivors. Although initial reports said 81 people
were onboard at the time of the crash, four people never
boarded the aircraft.
Rain and wind hindered rescue efforts, grounding the
Colombian air force and requiring rescue technicians to
reach the crash site only by land vehicles.
Some sources have reported the cause of the crash
may have been an electrical failure, although others are
reporting a lack of sufficient fuel as a contributing factor.
Authorities have located the black box recorders and are
still investigating the official cause of the crash.

Police officers face a line of protesters on the Standing Rock reservation in North Dakota. The controversial Dakota Access Pipeline, initially slated for construction
in nearby Bismarck, sparked tension when contractors decided to build it on Sioux reservation land instead; many are worried it could contaminate drinking water.
By MATTHEW SASSER
and ALYSSA MILLER
The Breeze

Although protests regarding the Standing
Rock Indian Reservation in North Dakota
have been thrown into the national spotlight
over the past several months, the movement
to protest the 1,172 mile-long Dakota Access
Pipeline has recently gained more momentum
as accusations of violence from both police and
protesters have been publicized.
The pipeline could contaminate the main
water source for the Sioux tribe and have
damaging environmental effects. It would also
go through Sioux ancestral burial grounds. The
land on the reservation belongs to the Sioux
in accordance with the U.S. government, and
it’s under the tribe’s jurisdiction — anyone

building on the land within the reservation is
supposed to work with the tribe to ensure the
reservation’s sovereignty is respected.
Proponents of the DAPL point out that it’ll
create thousands of jobs and generate state and
local revenue during construction. According
to dapipelinefacts.com, a website created by
DAPL builder Energy Transfer Partners, “The
pipeline will meet or exceed state and federal
safety requirements.”
Guillermo Pereira, a senior psychology
major, spent three days camping at the Oceti
Sakowin camp at Standing Rock in protest
of the DAPL over Thanksgiving break. The
camp has gained recent publicity because
it’s where actress Shailene Woodley has been
staying. Pereira helped by collecting monetary
donations and supplies for the winter months
and bringing them back to the camp.

“I think it’s crucial for students to get
involved,” Pereira said. “It just goes back to the
history of this country … They have rights. They
have legal claims to this land.”
Despite the aforementioned treaty with the
government, David Archambault II, a member
of the Sioux, claimed their rights weren’t
respected in an August column in The New
York Times.
“Although federal law requires the Corps
of Engineers to consult with the tribe about
its sovereign interests, permits for the
project were approved and construction
began without meaningful consultation,”
A rc h a m b a u l t I I w ro t e. “ T h e [ A r m y ]
Corps of Engineers and Energy Transfer
Partners turned a blind eye to our rights.”
see ACTION, page 4

SECURE | Student warns threat of cyber attacks extends past borders of
classroom; vehicles possess controls and systems similar to those of computers
from front

Hamel is able to put the lessons he learned in the
intelligence analysis program to relevant use outside
the classroom. For one class’ final project he worked
on hacking into a car, since many cars now have
elements that are internet-enabled.
“Essentially there’s a computer that controls your
infotainment system, so like, your radio, your climate
control,” Hamel said.
In some cases, the infotainment system and brakes
are all controlled by the same operations. So if you
can hack into the radio controls, you could also, in
theory, disable someone’s brakes and anything else
tied into the same system.
Although time prohibited Hamel from getting
into some of the more advanced aspects of car
hacking, he was able to identify which systems
corresponded to which functions and he performed
minor manipulations on the car. Hamel now knows
which cars are the most susceptible to online hacks,
which tend to be luxury vehicles.
“The newer the car, the more susceptible it is,”
Hamel said. “The Cadillac Escalade, Infiniti Q50 and
the Jeep Cherokee: those are the three, as of now, that
are extremely susceptible to some of those attacks.”

While the intelligence analysis community is
well-versed in technological security, many students
aren’t. People often trade cybersecurity measures for
convenience, which may ultimately make their lives
harder since they’re more likely to become hackers’
targets. One example of this is when students
inadvertently fall prey to bogus emails that look like
they’re sent from the administration.
“You know the university would never ask you
to do certain behaviors, so simply don’t do them,”
Moore said. “Look at the return email address. You
can tell if something is suspicious by looking at the
email address of the sender. And then third, if in
doubt, delete it. Because if it was valid, it’ll come
back to you again.”
The school provides plenty of resources to keep
students secure, such as free antivirus software that’s
available from the Information Technology Help
Desk in the Student Success Center.
“Everything is hackable,” Moore said. “So
don’t fall into a false sense of security that just
because you have an Apple product that you
cannot be hacked. That’s absolutely false.”
CONTACT Emmy Freedman at
breezearts@gmail.com.
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University responds to postelection tension
Some students express unease following alleged on-campus political incidents

COURTESY OF MEGAN MEDEIROS VIA THE TAB

Following the Nov. 8 presidential election, chalkings with political statements spanned across JMU’s campus. The
writings were eventually washed away, but some students expressed concerns with the atmosphere on campus.
By MAKENA RAFFERTY-LEWIS
The Breeze

In the aftermath of the 2016 election season, many
JMU students felt tensions increase on campus and a
serious divide grow among the JMU community.
Immediately following the election, hateful words
were graffitied around campus in chalk, and multiple
fights allegedly broke out in response to harassment.

The Latin American and Caribbean Studies staff
sent a statement expressing its support for JMU
students in the Latin American and Caribbean Studies
minor was well as members of the Madison Hispanic
Faculty Caucus, an organization that advocates for
issues surrounding higher education for Latinos.
The statement said that many Latino students had
reported feeling worried about their personal safety
on campus and that this was unacceptable.

“Such acts, which serve solely to alienate and
undermine the safety of members of this community,
may have been committed in chalk that was
easily rinsed away, but their message reverberates
throughout campus, suggesting a culture of exclusion,
hostility, and animosity that is contrary to the JMU
mission,” the statement said.
Adaoma U. Okafor, a senior justice studies major
and the student representative to the Board of Visitors,
and Matthew Mueller, a senior international affairs
and political science double major and student body
president, also drafted a letter to President Jon Alger
about this issue and posted it to Facebook. The letter
states that some of the chalk writings around campus
included things like “F- Mexicans, F-Hilary, Build the
wall, 10 feet higher.”
The letter also claimed the statement released by
President Alger after the election seemed “empty” to
students. It said students felt Alger’s statement wasn’t
strong enough to combat the chalk harassments.
Although there’s evidence that “build the wall” was
written in chalk, according to Bill Wyatt, JMU’s director
of communications and university spokesman, “there
is no evidence of any chalkings that were derogatory
toward a specific ethnicity.”
Wyatt claimed there were several inaccuracies in
the letter.
“I think it is also important to note that Ada
and Matt’s letter asks President Alger to condemn
something that there is no evidence of ever
happening,” Wyatt said in a text. “(I was there as the
[Facilities Management] crew was cleaning up the
chalking. There was no “F--- Mexicans.)”
Wyatt added that Alger was disappointed in the fact
that he wasn’t given a chance to respond to the letter
before it went public on Facebook.
According to Wyatt, JMU administration has
received letters both in support of and against the

way Alger handled the election.
Despite the alleged recent hostility, JMU Police
Chief Lee Shifflett said in an email that there hasn’t
been an increase in complaint or incident volume
since the presidential election.
Nina Fairman, a sophomore communications
major, said that she has never felt unsafe on JMU’s
campus, including after the election. However,
Fairman, who is half Mexican, was upset by some of
the chalk writings, especially one that said “build the
wall.”
“Chalkings are normal on the ground,” Fairman
said. “I just didn’t know how they are on the buildings
and aimed at a certain ethnicity.”
Fairman felt celebrating the election of Donald
Trump was fine, but that it should have been
approached differently by many of his supporters.
David Onestak, the director of the JMU Counseling
Center, said in an email that although there hasn’t
been an increase in counseling requests directly
linked to election results, there has been a 39 percent
increase in crisis services from last semester, which
was already record-setting.
In the fall of 2015 the Counseling Center assisted 979
students in receiving clinical services. This semester,
they have provided service to over 1,000 students.
According to an October report from WUSA-9 News,
the election is actually making people sick. Stress from
the election is giving people physical symptoms such
as nausea and stomachaches.
Although Onestak welcomes students to utilize
JMU’s counseling resources, he also encourages
them to reach out to the community for support and
to process their reactions.
“If a student believes that he or she is in a situation
in which they are in danger of physical harm,
see TENSION, page 4
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ACTION | Pipeline would transport oil, increase fracking use TENSION |
JMU handbook
protects free
speech
from page 3

However, in an interview with PBS
NewsHour, Energy Transfer Partners
CEO Kelcy Warren claimed the Sioux
were offered a chance to consult with the
Army Corps of Engineers. Warren claims
the pipeline will be laid on private land
and constructed in a way that minimizes
the risk of damaging drinking water.
“We’re laying a pipeline to have
m i n i ma l i mp a c t t o a l l p e o p l e
concerned, and with great input from
our government,” Warren said. “This was
after great consultation with the Army
Corps of Engineers, the offering up for
consultation [was also with] the Standing
Rock Sioux, which they didn’t choose to
do.”
As of Nov. 30, 575 people have been
arrested in conjunction with protests over
what they see as a violation of Sioux rights,
according to CBS News. Opponents of the
pipeline have also rallied together on
Facebook; over 600,000 users showed
their solidarity by checking in at Standing
Rock on their accounts, making it more
difficult for police to know who’s actually
at the reservation.
According to Pereira, the natives have
been encouraging peaceful protest,
which they’ve been calling “actions,”
and working to calm rowdy crowds of
people. He said the natives are afraid
any violence from protestors will justify
the use of violence from police against
native populations.
Mahala Gates, a senior justice studies
major and the co-founder and president
of the Native American Student Union,
said the actions taken by police have an
impact on the Sioux in multiple ways.
“There is the physical dimension,
where these people are getting their limbs
blown off and getting blasted with water
— that is very torturous,” Gates, who’s a
part of the Cheroenhaka (Nottoway) tribe,
said. “Then there is the mental side of it,
where this is their land and their drinking
water. They want to protect these lands as
much as they can, since this is where they
came from originally.”
Police have reportedly sprayed
protesters with pepper spray and water
hoses, and fired beanbag rounds at them.
Recently, 21-year-old New York resident
Sophia Wilansky sparked national
attention when she was hit on the arm
with a concussion grenade, forcing her
to undergo up to 20 surgeries in an effort
to avoid amputation. Additionally, a
group of protesters filed a class-action
lawsuit against police for using what they
deemed excessive force.
According to an article in The New York
Times, “Officers said that protesters had
attacked them with firebombs, logs, feces
and debris. They acknowledged using

from page 3
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The JMU Native American Student Union and Climate Justice Coalition organized “Students for Standing Rock,” a two-day event to show
their solidarity with the DAPL protesters, on Nov. 2 and 3. The event included open mic poetry, candlelight meditation and a teach-in.

pepper spray and beanbag rounds against
the protesters, as well as a high-pitched
sound device meant to disperse crowds.”
For Pereira, attending the protests on
Thanksgiving was eye-opening.
“Thanksgiving is a day of mourning
for the Native Americans, which I did not
know,” Pereira recalled.
He emphasized the Sioux’s effort
to keep the actions peaceful and to
remember the reason they were all
gathered together.
At one point during his stay, a group
of rowdy protesters had to be calmed
by a tribal member. Pereira remembers
a woman riding toward the group on
horseback, calming them down and
initiating a prayer circle led by a tribal
elder. He said the woman reminded the
crowd, “We’re here to protect the water.”
Police have also established a presence
in the nearby town of Bismarck, through
which the pipeline was originally slated
to cross. The pipeline was moved due to
its potential proximity to municipal water
resources, according to an article in The
Bismarck Tribune.
Those involved in the decision also
hesitated to run the DAPL through
Bismarck because it would have “been
11 miles longer with more road crossings
and waterbody and wetland crossings.
It also would have been difficult to stay
500 or more feet away from homes, as

required by the North Dakota Public
Service Commission.”
Closer to home, JMU’s Climate Justice
Coalition wants to expand their message
of social justice by teaming up with the
Native American Student Union to put on
solidarity events in protest of the pipeline.
The groups hosted a two-day “Students
for Standing Rock” event, during which
they educated students about the DAPL
and why people are protesting it.
“The whole idea of this campaign is
to not just talk about Standing Rock,
but also about climate justice issues
in general and where we can step in
and show our support,” Destin Webb, a
junior independent scholars major who’s
involved with the JMU environmental
management club, said.
The $3.8 billion pipeline would
transport up to 570,000 barrels of crude
oil daily and would become a huge
conduit in fracking, which is the process
of drilling into the ground with a highpressure water mixture to extract oil or
gas.
In response to many of the concerns
and protests over the DAPL, the Obama
administration announced on Nov. 2 that
it was considering potentially rerouting
the pipeline, which would require a new
environmental assessment that would
involve input from some of the local
tribes.

FCS playoffs

In the meantime, protests continue,
sometimes erupting in violence but also
encompassing peaceful prayer circles.
Pereira says the Sioux don’t allow
people to record the prayer circles since
they’re sacred ceremonies, and they
therefore are frequently overlooked by
the media.
“I was amazed by the fact that
… the y’re able to pray in any
circumstance,” Pereira said. “Anything
can be a prayer to them.”
Pereira intends to return to Standing
Rock soon, hopefully with more
students who are interested in joining
him. He’ll also collect donations to
bring to protesters and native peoples.
“The natives have been continually
oppressed into the foundation of this
country,” Pereira said.
While the events at Standing Rock
have gained national and international
attention and become a hot-button
issue, Gates reminds people that the
U.S. government and Native American
tribes have experienced conflict like
this before.
“The government breaking treaties
… There has always been this battle,”
Gates said. “This is not anything new.”
CONTACT Matthew
Sasser and Alyssa Miller at
breezenews@gmail.com.

contacting JMU’s Office of Public Safety
should be the first contact,” Onestak said.
“If there is no such imminent risk, then I
would recommend that the student contact
the Office of Student Accountability &
Restorative Practices.”
The Counseling Center is always open for
students to seek help, but Onestak says there
are other ways to handle the situation.
“We don’t want to pathologize their
response to an event that they found to be
upsetting,” Onestak said. “I also think that the
surprising results of the election should be
seen as a prime opportunity for those upset
by the outcome to develop their ability to
deal with disappointment and adversity and
to commit to some meaningful action that
will create a world more to their liking.”
Section J16-100 of the JMU student
handbook states that JMU has both an
obligation to prevent all forms of harassment
and to protect students’ rights to free speech.

“The surprising results of
the election should be seen
as a prime opportunity for
those upset ... to commit
to some meaningful action
that will create a world
more to their liking.”
David Onestak

Director, JMU Counseling Center

According to Lushbaugh, harassment is
a major violation under JMU policy, and
first time offender sanctions can include:
probation, educational programs, fines,
special assignments, special restrictions,
suspension or expulsion from housing, and
suspension or expulsion from JMU.
Wyatt said JMU has a history of supporting
inclusion, access and diversity in higher
education.
“The president is willing to listen to
feedback from students, faculty, staff,
community members, he is always willing
to listen,” Wyatt said. “That is part of his
leadership style.”
CONTACT Makena Rafferty-Lewis
at raffermf@dukes.jmu.edu.

ncaa tournament

good luck
go dukes!!
and
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BENJAMIN WOLFIN | midnight on the porch

Let their voices be heard

As the U.S. nears the Jan. 20
inauguration of President-elect Donald
Trump, it appears that people aren’t
done with this race. On Nov. 25, Green
Party candidate Jill Stein called for
a recount of votes in the key states of
Wisconsin, Michigan and Pennsylvania.
After raising more than $5 million,
Stein began her crusade by theorizing
that “Foreign hackers could have skewed
the result by obtaining the state’s voter
database and then filing bogus absentee ballots.”
This action by Stein not only shows the power of the
democratic process, but brings attention to the power of
the people. Even though it may have been a politician who
started this movement, nothing is truly possible without
average citizens. They spread the word through social media
and communication between friends, relatives, colleagues.
Those who claim this won’t make a difference shouldn’t
disrupt this action. The difference is made through
communication, difference is made with involvement
and knowledge of the topic. The goal of politics shouldn’t
separate society, but be a stage where people’s voices are
heard, and their opinions are respected.
Stein raised the amount needed to call for a recount, and
two days later on Nov. 27, the Clinton campaign backed
Stein and her team.
Following this, Clinton’s campaign lawyer, Marc Elias,
released a statement through the Medium Corporation,
stating that “Because we had not uncovered any actionable
evidence of hacking or outside attempts to alter the voting
technology, we had not planned to exercise this option
ourselves.” Now, the Clinton team wants to ensure that this
part of the democratic process runs smoothly.
Stein called for the recounts based on statistical anomalies
within the voting system. Stein received 3.6 percent of the
vote in the 2016 presidential election. Even with such a
small percentage of votes, and lackluster attention to her
presidential campaign, Stein has created history by calling
for a recount.
This isn’t just an effort to count the votes, but an
investigation for the millions crying out for help. People
want to know how Trump won the election. In a recent
article by Nate Silver titled “Why I Support An Election
Audit, Even Though It’s Unlikely To Change The Outcome,”
Silver explains the hidden themes behind this movement.
Silver begins the article by explaining the technical and
precise start to Stein’s movement: aspects of searching
technological fraud and illegal connections between voting
officials. The underlying theme Silver first sets out to explain
is to “identify some sort of smoking gun indicating massive
fraud perpetrated by the Trump campaign.”
With some of the outlandish statements Trump has
made in the past and appointments he’s already made for
his presidential cabinet, people have a right to feel afraid.
Over half the people who voted didn’t want Trump in power

with the ability to make decisions on behalf of the people,
while the other half praises Trump.
The second condition Silver states is “...the burden of
proof for claims of a fixed election ought to be high.” Silver
uses this condition to explain the desperation of people to
search for any reason to take Trump out of power.
As a country, people must know the true meaning behind
actions taken by officials. Actions can be condemned if
they’re wrong, as they should be. However, when actions
follow the law of this country, people must not try to tarnish
it. People in this country should embrace discussion, not
diminish the thoughts of others. This is especially true when
trying to display the demeanor of a president, as Presidentelect Trump completely faulted on.
At Trump’s victory rally the president-elect stated, “It is
time for us to come together as one united people.” Trump
went on to say, “I pledge to every citizen of our land that I
will be president for all the citizens and this is important
to me.”
So far, Trump has failed to condemn actions and
statements of those who support him and by those he
appointed as cabinet members, furthering the divide
of citizens. Actions of such supporters have included
defamation of property with inappropriate symbols,
and being physically violent toward those of other races
and religions. Not only this, but Trump doesn’t seem to
recognize the law of states for recounts of votes.
The U.S. is in a very critical stage, where the country is
divided on racism, sexism and bigotry. The last thing an
incoming president should want is to cause controversy,
but to instead prove to the people that change is going to
happen. Instead, Twitter became a focal point.
As Stein achieved her goal of $5 million to call for a
recount in Wisconsin, Trump took to Twitter exclaiming,
“The Green Party scam to fill up their coffers by asking
for impossible recounts is now being joined by the badly
defeated & demoralized Dems.” Not only does Trump
neglect opinions of opposing voters, but disregards his
statement to come together as a country. Calling a group of
people “Demoralized Dems” shows Trump doesn’t respect
the opinion of other voters. In addition, Trump trying to
shut down the recount shows indifference to the democratic
process. Even if this event fails, it changed the people in
this country.
This movement has shown people that even when
something is considered over, their voices still matter.
People should no longer have to feel threatened over the
fear of backlash. All people should feel confident enough to
show they have a voice. These actions are a prime example
of how to take peaceful action. We should all support the
recount in states. The people decided it, and now it’s time
for their voices to be heard.
Benjamin Wolfin is a junior writing, rhetoric and
technical communication major. Contact Benjamin at
wolfinbj@dukes.jmu.edu.
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ALLYN LETOURNEAU | Letournalism

No DAPL at all

By now, almost the entire nation has heard of the
protests by the Standing Rock Sioux tribe against the
Dakota Access Pipeline in North Dakota.
The Sioux tribe and their supporters are standing
up to prevent this large crude oil pipeline from
being built through the Standing Rock reservation.
Veterans have made their opinion known by
protecting the Native American reservation,
and many celebrities such as Samuel L. Jackson,
Chris Hemsworth, Shailene Woodley and Scarlett
Johansson are showing up to protest as well. Even
the United Nations has expressed its opposition of the DAPL.
The Sioux tribe is mainly against the DAPL is because it runs directly
below their main water supply, the Missouri River. Fear of a pipeline burst,
which has already happened in some spots, would taint their water supply
and force them to find another source. It also poses a threat to wildlife
around their reservation. The original plan was to build the pipeline north
of Bismarck, but that would give threat to the capital city and the Sioux
tribe as well.
If we follow the river downstream past the reservation, the threat of a

pipeline burst could impact the rest of the country and natural habitats
that obtain water from the Missouri River and eventually the Mississippi
River.

As other nations attempt to move toward
clean energy, building a huge oil pipeline
across the country isn’t moving in the
same direction as the rest of the world.
This pipeline not only poses a threat to North Dakota, but also South
Dakota, Kansas, and all the other states down to the end of the Mississippi
River. We’ve already seen the effect of major oil spills, such as the one in
the Gulf of Mexico that devastated the environment. The DAPL isn’t just
a problem for the Standing Rock Reservation, it’s a problem for a very
large portion of the U.S.
As other nations attempt to move toward clean energy, building a huge

A “well-at-least-peopleare-voicing-concerns-andfighting-for-what-theybelieve-in” dart to the opinion
columnist who basically said
we’re all insignificant.
From a former JMU student
who still believes that there’s no
such thing as an insignificant
person and that our voices do
matter.

Darts & Pats are anonymously submitted and printed on a space-available basis.
Submissions creatively depict a given situation, person or event and do not necessarily reflect the truth.

Submit Darts & Pats at breezejmu.org

Editorial Policies
The Breeze
1598 S. Main Street
Harrisonburg, VA 22801

The Breeze welcomes and encourages readers to voice their opinions through
letters and guest columns. Letters must be no longer than 250 words. Guest
columns must be no more than 650 words.

A “what-is-this-theapocalypse?” dart to the
parking sign at Warsaw for not
working on Tuesday.
From a student who needs to
know how many spots are open
before driving around endlessly.

oil pipeline across the country isn’t moving in the same direction as the
rest of the world. Crude oil is a nonrenewable energy source on which
the U.S. has become too dependant. Instead of building a life-threatening
pipeline across North Dakota, that money needs to be invested into clean
and green energy. The pipeline construction should end before it even
reaches the Missouri River to avoid contaminating a large portion of the
U.S. water supply.
Using the river as a source for hydroelectric power could be a viable
option as long as it doesn’t affect the Standing Rock water supply. The
amount of money being poured into the DAPL and dealing with protesters
could be used for clean energy and would be astounding in progress
toward fighting climate change. All it takes is awareness and foresight to
prevent the world from crumbling under the overuse of nonrenewable
resources.
Stand with Standing Rock to prevent the DAPL from harming the Sioux
tribe and our nation by signing their petition, calling President Obama or
donating to their cause.
Allyn Letourneau is a junior biophysical chemistry major. Contact
Allyn at letourag@dukes.jmu.edu.

A “thank-you” pat to those
Dukes that pat here and in RL.
From an alum who sadly has
seen the number of pats greatly
drop here in The Breeze.
A “please-not-again” dart to
my car for always having weird
lights come on the dashboard.
From someone who doesn’t
want to take it back to the shop
for the third time this semester.
A “you’ll-be-OK” dart to JMU
students freaking out about
finals.
From a lonely senior who’s
survived his fair share of finals.

The Breeze reserves the right to edit submissions for length, grammar and
if material is libelous, factually inaccurate or unclear. The Breeze assumes
the rights to any published work. Opinions expressed in this page, with the
exception of editorials, are not necessarily those of The Breeze or its staff.

A “you-need-to-educateyourself” dart to the opinion
columnist who wrote the article
about how we need to make
ourselves significant and focus
on “what’s going on currently”
for our voices to be heard.
From someone who’s been
reading the news for the past
year and knows for a fact that
there are millions of people
voicing their concerns for
current issues and not just things
they see in documentaries.
A “thank-you-for-existing”
pat to sweet potato pie.
From a senior who needs
homecooked food before finals.

Letters and guest columns should be submitted in print or via e-mail and
must include name, phone number, major/year if author is a current student
(or year of graduation), professional title (if applicable) and place of residence
if author is not a JMU student.
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Trumped
by
An empty
fashion
ark

Alarming environmental concerns expressed by respected scientists in
the media is hardly a new trend by any standard, but a recent report by the
The Living Planet Index is one that should spur apprehension even among
the most skeptical.
According to the report, we’re currently on pace to lose two-thirds of the
world’s animal species by 2020. The World Wildlife Fund and Zoological
Society of London composed the report and the data shows that between
1970 and 2012, animal species decreased by an astonishing 58 percent. At this
rate, we’ll reach a 67 percent loss by 2020. In the past 100 years the extinction
rate has been 8-100 times higher than the predicted “background rate,” a
figure which represents a “natural” loss of species. That’s a rate not seen
since the last great extinction 65 million years ago that killed off the dinosaurs; due to this level,
scientists have begun to refer to this loss as the sixth major extinction crisis.
However, unlike the previous five mass extinctions in geological history, the current loss of
biodiversity is almost solely the responsibility of one species: humans. Many scientists have
identified human activity as the major cause of this rapid species loss; the main culprits are tied
to mass deforestation, industrialization, globalization and resulting habitat destruction.
The implications of species extinction of this magnitude could prove to not only threaten
our way of life, but our very existence. The decimation of global bee populations is a tangible
example of how we will be affected by the loss of biodiversity on Earth. One in every three bites
of food that’s consumed on this planet directly relies on pollinating insects, more specifically
bees. If the number of bees continues to decline, humankind will lose the species responsible
for pollinating the crops that feed 90 percent of the world.

However, unlike the previous five mass extinctions in
geological history, the current loss of biodiversity is almost
solely the responsibility of one species: humans.

This mass extinction is a very real threat that could begin drastically affecting our lives in the
near future, but strangely, the general population remains either largely unaware of the issue or
apathetic toward slowing the effects. Similar to so many other environmental issues, scientists
have been able to support their findings with reliable scientific data and major media outlets
have published the findings, but the stories don’t seem to have a significant effect. This fact is
supported by the harsh reality that citizens or politicians have enacted little change.
If we’re going to do something about this issue, it’s crucial that we change our view of ourselves.
Human beings have this false notion that due to our intelligence and self-awareness, we’re
somehow above the millions of other species on this planet. We’ve put economic progression
and industrial development above the health of our planet and the organisms that live here.
If we’re going to start valuing the other animals who we not only share a planet with but also
directly rely on, then we need to re-evaluate our own self image. As far as we know, Earth is the
only planet in the universe that contains life of any sort, and we’re fortunate enough to not only
have life, but a rich biodiversity. It’s time to start re-evaluating our priorities, if not for the other
species on this planet then for our own survival.
Spencer Munson is a senior management major. Contact Spencer at munsonsc@dukes.
jmu.edu.

Postelection, much of our nation, from politicians to Her message is one of hope during a time when many,
celebrities, is speaking out about President-elect Donald including myself, are struggling to see the light.
Trump’s hateful rhetoric. Everyone has something to say,
With a handful of designers taking a stand for the
including an unlikely source: the fashion industry.
fashion industry, popular fashion industry news website
Notable fashion designers have openly been dressing Fashionista came out with a statement of its own regarding
first ladies for ages. Although Melania Trump, a former the election results.
model, admittedly has an envious wardrobe of her own,
“As individuals, we don’t want to contribute to
it’s likely that a number of designers will choose to not humanizing or making light of an administration
that poses such serious threats to women, minorities,
dress her.
Melania has rarely spoken out against her husband’s immigrants and more,” Fashionista wrote. “and that has
beliefs, and her silence can be considered support. She’s so many other troubling implications that we can’t ignore
chosen to be a bystander instead of using her voice to — but that we also can’t talk about in sufficient depth,
advocate for others, especially women. When dressing because this is first and foremost a site about fashion and
women, designers often create clothing with a specific beauty.”
persona in mind. Their values are reflected in who they
The statement elaborated that articles about Melania
choose to dress, so dressing someone like Melania could will be reserved “for strictly newsworthy occasions,” such
directly oppose their beliefs.
as times when the future first lady’s ensemble may support
Two weeks ago, designer Sophie Theallet posted an an American label or come with an underlying cultural
open letter on her social media accounts in which she significance.
stated that she won’t dress
Although only a handful of
Melania. She urged other
those in the fashion industry
The
fashion
industry
is
an
designers to follow suit.
have spoken out, it’s likely that
inclusive space made up of
“As one who celebrates and
others will jump on board. It’s
important to realize that the
strives for diversity, individual
a multicultural mosaic that
fashion community consists
freedom, and respect for all
gives others the opportunity
of individuals with a variety of
lifestyles,” Theallet wrote. “I
will not participate in dressing
diverse backgrounds, including
to
be
their
authentic
selves,
or associating in any way
immigrants and those who
without fear of judgement.
with the next first lady. The
identify as LGBTQ. Supporting
rhetoric of racism, sexism,
a first lady who walks alongside
There’s no place for hateful and
and xenophobia unleashed
a president-elect who openly
discriminatory rhetoric in fashion.
voices hostility against these
by her husband’s presidential
marginalized groups has the
campaign are incompatible
with the shared values we live
potential to create an exclusive
by.”
environment within the fashion
Although Melania has never associated with the brand, community.
Theallet has dressed Michelle Obama for the past eight
Fashion is a form of self-expression and experimentation.
years. Her decision comes from a place of pride and The fashion industry is an inclusive space made up of a
allyship toward those who might feel threatened by a first multicultural mosaic that gives others the opportunity
lady who is guilty of discrimination by association.
to be their authentic selves, without fear of judgement.
Diane von Furstenberg, designer and chairwoman of There’s no place for hateful and discriminatory rhetoric
the Council of Fashion Designers of America, penned in fashion.
a postelection message via email to the more than 500
Although I admire Melania’s sense of fashion, I can’t
members of the CFDA.
praise a notable figure’s style when I don’t believe in
“We must believe in the values of tolerance and what she stands for. I strive to write about revolutionary
inclusiveness that are the fabric of our country,” von women who use their voices to fight for equal rights for all
Furstenberg wrote. “We must believe we can make a of humanity. Unfortunately, I don’t see Melania as one of
difference and use our influence by creating beauty, those women, and that’s why I’m opting out of reporting
optimism and happiness. More than ever, we must on her further.
embrace diversity, be open minded, be generous and
have compassion.”
Yasmine Maggio is a senior writing, rhetoric and
Von Furstenberg and her husband, Barry Diller, were technical communication major. Contact Yasmine at
major supporters of Hillary Clinton during her campaign. maggioym@dukes.jmu.edu.
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Dancing the
stress away
Students pursue their passion through choreography
By JAZMINE OTEY
contributing writer

PHOTOS BY CONNOR WOISARD / THE BREEZE

Visual Distortion meets on Monday and Wednesday nights in Godwin
Hall and encourages anyone interested in dance to attend. With close
to 40 members, VD plans to move into a studio next semester.

VD is a noncompetitive dance group. Therefore, unlike other dance
groups at JMU, the attendees don’t have to carry the stress and pressure
of preparing for performances and competitions. The group is made
In a dance group called Visual Distortion, dancers escape from solely for those who love dance and are willing to dedicate time to their
responsibilities into a world where they allow music to take control and craft.
“It’s so cool how people from different styles, different walks of life,
direct their every move. As vibrant music pulses throughout Godwin
Hall, the dancers build a strong connection through their deep passion different levels of dance can all come together and learn the same piece
for dancing and immerse themselves in a friendly, relaxed atmosphere. and still maintain their individuality and style,” Kirsten San Nicolas, a
Within the sessions, the dancers collaboratively
junior international affairs major, said. “I thought it
transform their bodies into an expressive form of art,
was really cool that anyone can come out, whether
losing themselves as they become one with the music “If I don’t get to come out
or not you’re experienced.”
that surrounds them.
Although the group doesn’t perform in
here to see my dance
“If I don’t get to come out here to see my dance
competitions, VD tries to keep its members engaged
family and if I don’t get to dance away the stress, I family and if I don’t get
within the dance community. Sardegna handles
feel more stressed,” Cynthia Kovacich, a junior health
money as well as finds ways to raise it. The team sells
to
dance
away
the
stress,
sciences major and VD president, said. “I feel kind of
VD apparel like hats and sweatshirts.
I feel more stressed.”
sad that I’m missing out.”
The money made from fundraisers is used in a
Founded five years ago, VD is a hip-hop dance
productive way for VD as well as to accomplish the
group that welcomes dancers of any skill level to have Cynthia Kovacich
many goals Sardegna has in mind for the dance
fun with those sharing the same fervor for dance. The Junior health sciences
family. He aspires to raise enough money for VD
to watch other dancers perform at competitions.
group meets on the second floor hallway of Godwin major and VD president
This gives dancers insight on their techniques as
Hall and holds practices every Monday from 9:30-11
well as the opportunity to be inspired for future
p.m. and Wednesday from 9-11 p.m.
Before working on choreography as a group, the
choreography.
meetings start with a warm-up to get everyone amped and in tune
With nearly 40 members, VD will be able to move into a Godwin dance
with the music. Afterward, the group comes together to work on a studio next semester. For now, VD is preparing for the eighth annual
dance piece. On Monday, the dancers are taught a new dance, and Coalescence Showcase on Saturday, Feb. 4, 2017. Members of VD will
on Wednesday they’re given the chance to rehearse and perfect it. VD be given the chance to showcase their love for dance along with many
other crews from all over the East Coast.
doesn’t require an audition to join and has a membership fee of $7.
“No matter how bad of a day I’m having, if I come here and am able
“A wonderful thing about VD is how supportive and open they are,”
Joe Sardegna, a junior health sciences major and treasurer of VD, said. to dance with everyone it puts a smile on my face,” Kovacich said.
“Everyone is just here to have a good time. Since we’re not a competitive
dance team, we’re all here because we love dance.”
CONTACT Jazmine Otey at oteyjl@dukes.jmu.edu.

Science matters
Chemistry fraternity instills a love for science in local schools through hands-on demonstrations
By NATALIE LAVERY
The Breeze

The entire class of smiling faces is actively engaged as
the members of Alpha Chi Sigma demonstrate chemistry
experiments before them. The elementary students watch the
demonstrations and experience their passion for education
and science-related classes growing. This interactive learning
not only helps them academically but allows the students to
truly enjoy and value their education.
With a passion for both service and chemistry, members
of Alpha Chi Sigma, JMU’s chemistry fraternity, head to local
elementary schools a few times a month to show the students
how fun chemistry can be.
“Our goal is to show the students how chemistry is so
interesting and really get them into science,” Ricky Flores, a
senior chemistry major and demo coordinator in AXΣ, said.
AXΣ does many different demonstrations due to materials
and expenses but try to mix them up every few weeks to keep
the kids entertained.
“We just try to explain and tell them the process and
basically simplify it to their level; it’s really fun and exciting
to be able to show them, you know? When kids see something
they really love, they just get so excited about it,” Keid Idrizi,
a senior chemistry major and vice president of AXΣ, said.
In the past AXΣ has gone to Spotswood Elementary School,
Stone Spring Elementary School and Frank Hillyard Middle
School. AXΣ tends to focus on elementary and middle school
students, but occasionally will reach out to the local high
schools and have them come to JMU for a more interactive tour.

“We do high schools every now and then but when we
do we typically bring them here,” Daniel Corbin, a senior
chemistry major and brother in AXΣ, said. “It kind of doubles
like trying to get them interested in science but also trying
to recruit them to come to JMU and to show them what the
school is like.”
AXΣ’s main goal is to promote its own love for chemistry
in hopes of encouraging the young kids to pursue their own
educations.
“We definitely do elementary schools the most, but since
it’s kind of a lower socioeconomic area a lot of our work
is to motivate students to do well in school and get them
motivated to go to college,” Corbin said.
One of AXΣ’s favorite demos to show the students is
stabbing a balloon with a skewer where it doesn’t pop. The
science behind this demo is that the balloon is made of a
specific polymer that doesn’t break when it’s stabbed — the
object simply goes through it.
Corbin explained the science behind this by connecting it
to a plate of spaghetti. The polymers are the noodles and if
you were to stab at them violently, you could break some of
the noodles, but if you go through them carefully you’re going
to go through all the strands — and that’s what’s happening
with the balloon skewer.
The most important part for AXΣ isn’t for all the students
to become chemists, but to have fun and truly develop a
passion in their studies, whatever they may be, through
interactive learning.
CONTACT Natalie Lavery at laveryna@dukes.jmu.edu.

COURTESY OF LEANNA CARTER

Students in Alpha Chi Sigma demonstrate to local grade school students the delight
that can be found in science experiments in order to expand science-related classes.

Hop on before
the hype
CHELSEA CROUCH / THE BREEZE

Read about how rapper Skepta is
about to take the music world by
storm at breezejmu.org/offthebeat.
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Hardships in
Hollywood

Iconic

Potential Oscar contender shows obstacles of stardom

Upcoming film depicts first lady Jackie O

By MATTHEW CALLAHAN
The Breeze

In the musical
“La La Land,”
“La La Land”
writer and
director Damien

Chazelle depicts
Starring Emma Stone,
Los Angeles
Ryan Gosling
as a dreamy
Release: Dec. 9, 2016
wonderland full
of old Hollywood
glitz
and
glamour: It’s all neon lights and rayon dresses.
The film focuses on Mia (played by Emma
Stone), an aspiring actress, and Sebastian
(played by Ryan Gosling), a struggling jazz
pianist. A romance emerges between these two
initially contrary characters, and they struggle
to maintain it as they overcome the obstacles of
show business.
It starts off in traditional Hollywood fashion,
taking note from the classic musicals in which
the film has its roots. By the end of the film
the notion of a perfect movie romance is
flipped upside down, keenly playing into genre
expectations to make the ending smash your
heart that much more.
From the beginning, the viewer falls for these
characters, although it isn’t hard to make people
as attractive as Stone and Gosling likeable.
They’re flawed, but their flaws draw you in.
Sebastian can be pretentious, but it’s only due
COURTESY OF TRIBUNE NEWS SERVICE

Summit Entertainment

to his immense respect for the art of jazz; Mia
struggles to find success after years in LA, but
still retains her passion for acting. The fastpaced, witty dialogue lends to the likeability of
the two and highlights the absurdities of their
respective fields.
Chazelle paints the city of Los Angeles with a
vivid brush, imbuing each shot with the charm
of a bygone film era. The nights aren’t black, but
rather a deep magenta dotted with burning white
street lamps; the sun doesn’t just shine yellow,
an azure sky fades into golden light that gleams
behind rows of palm trees, using LA as a setting
and a prop. There’s love and contempt for the city
in this presentation. Hollywood is a marvelous
spectacle to behold, but simultaneously acts as
a flame that draws in mesmerized moths.
The soundtrack has been stuck in my head
since I walked out of the theater, but I don’t
mind. Entirely original, the score is sure to
grace the halls of theater buildings for years to
come. I highly recommend checking out the one
song that’s currently available on Spotify, “City
of Stars.” Both Gosling and Stone proved that
they’re classic Hollywood triple-threats: able
to sing, dance and act. It isn’t fair that Gosling
can sing and dance, too. There have to be some
limitations to what the man is capable of.
While being a commentary on the crippling
expectations of those who come to Hollywood
seeking stardom, and the bitter realities they
must endure (“La La Land” doubles as a
nickname for LA and a term for being out of touch
with reality), I wouldn’t be surprised if there are
hopefuls packing their bags after watching this
film. That’s because while still portraying the
depressing lows, the musicality of the movie
captures the manic highs of Hollywood. There
are parties full of beautiful people, all moving
in sync to some unseen band’s nostalgic tunes.
There are jazz clubs still swinging as if Louis
Armstrong were on stagesweep up the viewer
in the ideal of Hollywood.
Watch for this film at the Oscars, as it’s already
garnering some significant buzz. I’m predicting
a win for best original music score.
“La La Land” brims with aesthetic beauty
coming from the care of Chazelle, and physical
beauty coming from the two leads. Engaging,
romantic and hilarious, this is a perfect movie
to see with that special someone.
Matthew Callahan is a junior media arts and
design and writing, rhetoric and technical
communication double major. Contact
Matthew at callahmx@dukes.jmu.edu.

By DREW COWEN
contributing writer

“Jackie,” the
new biographical
“Jackie”
picture starring
Natalie Portman

a s Ja c q u e l i n e
Starring Natalie Portman
Kennedy Onassis,
Release: Dec. 2, 2016
is an emphatic
triumph that
gives viewers a snapshot into the life of the deeply
complex and misunderstood first lady following
the assassination of her husband President John
F. Kennedy.
I attended a prescreening of the film at the
Virginia Film Festival in Charlottesville on Nov. 6
and was moved by the outstanding performances
and striking cinematography.
Portman flawlessly captures Jackie’s aura of
mystery, her straightforward mannerisms and midAtlantic accent.
The movie’s told through an interview that Jackie
gave weeks after the assassination. It flashes forward
and backward in time, continuously contrasting
the fractured moments of her cultural decadence
in the White House with the blood-soaked trauma
immediately following her husband’s death.
Director Pablo Larraín clearly has an eye for
historical detail and meticulously recreated scenes
from Jackie’s famous first televised tour of the White
House. Jackie oversaw many renovations during
her few years in the White House, transforming
the outward appearance of the presidency.
During these scenes we get to see Jackie in her
element as a socialite and patroness of the arts. She
brings life and culture to a previously dull White
House. By sharing anecdotes and memories of the
past presidents, Jackie manages to add a human
element to a position that always seemed cold,
calculated and emotionless to the American public.
Her famous sense of fashion is also captured
in the film. From Jackie’s signature hairstyle to
her colorful dresses, the wardrobe featured in the
movie rightly captures her as an iconic tastemaker.
However, “Jackie” is by no means an easy watch.
Whether it’s the gruesome shooting itself or the
realization that Jackie must explain to her children
that their father has been murdered, there’s no
shortage of harrowing scenes.
Yet this is where the film wholeheartedly
succeeds. It’s Portman’s performance in the face
of this adversity that paints Jackie as the historically
significant figure she is.
Jackie ignored the preconceived roles regarding
how a widowed first lady should behave in the wake
Fox Searchlight Pictures

COURTESY OF TRIBUNE NEWS SERVICE

of a presidential assassination. Instead of being
hidden away — as was suggested by multiple
advisors — she firmly established herself in the
public eye.
She planned her husband’s funeral, publicly
consoled a grieving nation in the face of potential
danger and became instrumental in shaping JFK’s
legacy. Jackie met tragedy with poise and dignity.
Though “Jackie” will certainly stir uncomfortable
memories for anyone who lived through JFK’s
presidency, it’s nevertheless a poignant reminder
of the resilient woman that led her family and
nation through a truly dismal moment in U.S.
history.
Drew Cowen is a junior media arts and design
and English double major. Contact Drew at
cowends@dukes.jmu.edu.

Champions
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Volleyball emerges as CAA champs for first time since 2000, now team sets sights on national title

SAM TAYLOR / THE BREEZE

Senior outside hitter Kate Whitmire gets set to kill the ball in a regular season match against Delaware. The Dukes, winners of 10 straight games, begin NCAA tournament play Friday when they face Coastal Carolina in North Carolina.
By T.J. GOUTERMAN
contributing writer

All of the Dukes’ conference championship plaques sit atop each
player’s head every day on the practice court, and now JMU volleyball
will add another after its successful 2016 season.
After defeating the University of Delaware in a 3-0 set, the Dukes
won their first Colonial Athletic Association tournament since 2000.
Their next obstacle is their strongest yet, but the preparation is the
same as any other week. On Friday, JMU will play against Coastal
Carolina University in Chapel Hill, North Carolina, for the NCAA
Tournament, in pursuit of a national championship.
After starting 3-5 in conference play, JMU elevated its game and
concluded the season with an 11-5 conference record. Head coach
Lauren Steinbrecher credits the progressive hard work for the team’s
spectacular season.
“Everyone has been working hard to be their best, so they brought
it back to that level,” Steinbrecher said. “The level we want to be at is
for our program to win championships and make runs in the NCAA
tournament, and they were the foundation of building that.”
This season will be recognized as historic, as the program has

steadily grown under Steinbrecher since her inaugural season in 2010.
Senior rightside hitter Janey Goodman has been instrumental to the
team’s success, garnering the CAA Player of the Year award, along
with ranking in the top 15 nationally for kills with 523. Goodman says
that although awards are nice, she wouldn’t receive them without
the team.
“We look at those plaques on the wall every day, and I want to leave
JMU with a championship,” Goodman said. “It’s only happened four
times in history, and we got to say that we were one of those times.”
The team has made strides to focus on a collective approach, not to
prioritize one class over another. By respecting each member as part
of the team — regardless of their year — the team’s able to overcome
tangible difficulties that require consistent training. Steinbrecher
praises that the team synergy grows each week.
“The biggest thing looking back is to welcome everyone that comes
in,” senior outside hitter Kate Whitmire said. “That’s what led to our
biggest success. There’s no hierarchy of freshmen to seniors, and every
teammate is equal to us.”
Preparing for Coastal Carolina, the team will make sure to focus on
what’s ahead of them. The Dukes are currently on a 10-game winning
streak, but preparing for the next opponent always includes the same

determination.
“Our team does a great job of not harping on the past,” Whitmire
said. “We’re always looking forward to the next play no matter what.
It is a huge test of mental focus.”
Heralded for her recruiting skills as an assistant coach at the
University of Kentucky, Steinbrecher provided an immediate
turnaround for the program, winning 22 games in her inaugural
2010 season after JMU won only 11 the previous year. For players, the
impact she leaves is unforgettable.
Coach Steinbrecher’s “always pushing us to our very best, pushing
us to be better than we already are,” Goodman said. “She’s never
happy or satisfied. She wants us to push and reach that next level.”
At the conclusion of practice, Steinbrecher notes the importance
of mental focus.
“We’re only going to execute at the level that we mentally can,”
Steinbrecher said. “If we can’t stay focused consistently through the
course of the match, our level of play is going to drop as well.”
After a season of accolades and triumphs, JMU only hopes to
continue the success it earned. Coastal Carolina is just the first step.
CONTACT T.J. Gouterman at goutertj@dukes.jmu.edu.

Football begins
playoff run
JMU will face fellow CAA powerhouse New Hampshire
in matchup of high-octane offenses
By MATT WEYRICH
The Breeze

There’s something special going on at Bridgeforth
Stadium. The Dukes (10-1 overall, 8-0 Colonial Athletic
Association) just wrapped up a regular season in which
they captured an outright conference championship,
went undefeated at home and picked up the No. 4 seed
in the Football Championship Subdivision playoffs.
Now, the real test begins.
JMU will take on conference rival the University
of New Hampshire (8-4, 6-2 CAA) this Saturday in
Harrisonburg for the second round of the NCAA
Division I Football Championship. The Wildcats beat
Lehigh University (9-2, 6-0 Patriot League) 64-21 last
Saturday, setting the stage for a matchup with the wellrested Dukes.
“Our mindset going into this game is to just execute
our gameplan and keep our foot on the gas,” redshirt
senior cornerback Taylor Reynolds said.
If one thing’s for sure, there’s going to be a lot of
scoring between these two teams. JMU sports the
second highest scoring offense in the nation, coming
in at 47.7 points per game. Junior quarterback and CAA
Offensive Player of the Year Bryan Schor has been the
backbone of the Dukes’ success. He’s averaged 257.1
total yards of offense per game while racking up 27
touchdowns between the passing and running games.
Schor hasn’t played since he left JMU’s 20-7 win
over the University of Villanova in Week 11 with an
undisclosed upper body injury to his nonthrowing
side. While head coach Mike Houston has yet to
release a statement on Schor’s status heading into
the game, he did suit up and practice in full pads this
week.
“Schor is an amazing quarterback,” senior
running back Khalid Abdullah said. “One of the best

quarterbacks in the country, obviously. So the fact that
he’s out there is always going to be a pivotal point that
the defense has to account for.”
New Hampshire also has the capability to keep
the scoreboard operators busy. Senior running back
Dalton Crossan was one of four rushers in the CAA
to finish with over 1,000 yards on the ground. Against
Lehigh, sophomore wide receiver Neil O’Connor
reinforced his strong season and put the rest of the
FCS on notice with seven receptions for 171 yards and
a touchdown.
These two teams have already faced off once this
season, and the game came down to the wire. JMU
led the Wildcats 42-12 with 10 minutes left to play,
but New Hampshire found some momentum and
scored 27 unanswered points to pull within three.
The Wildcats tried going for an onside kick with 1:15
remaining, but the Dukes were able to recover it and
seal the game.
The Wildcats’ late surge left a bitter taste in their
mouths, but JMU was able to use the close call as a
learning experience.
“I think that that fourth quarter helped us grow as
a team,” Houston said. “And I certainly think it kind of
refocused us for the finishing stretch … it was probably
something that was very positive for us.”
This time, these two conference foes will face off on
JMU’s turf. The Dukes have failed to advance past the
second round in each of their past three trips to the
FCS playoffs, but this team is well-equipped to make
a deep run at the national title. Standing in their way,
however, is a fearsome New Hampshire squad.
Anything can happen in the playoffs, and
this game shows promise of another highly
c o n t e s t e d b a t t l e a n d n a i l - b i t i n g f i n i s h.
CONTACT Matt Weyrich at breezesports@gmail.com.

CONNOR WOISARD / THE BREEZE

Junior wide receiver John Miller runs past the JMU sideline in the Dukes’ 63-14 regular season victory over Elon.
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By MIKE DOLZER
The Breeze

If the NFL wants to turn things around, it
needs to look overseas.
Ratings across NFL games have been sagging
this season, and according to The New York
Times, commissioner Roger Goodell wants to
cut down on advertisements during games.
Slashing revenue isn’t going to fix deflated
profits.
A large chunk of American TV shows’ profits
come from international sales, something that
the league should consider if it wants to bolster
its own bottom line.
American football doesn’t translate well
abroad, so much so that the word “football” is
most commonly associated with soccer instead.
The most obvious way to engage these
international audiences is by hosting games
in foreign countries. The league has already
taken steps to do this, including the annual
International Series in London and the recent
Houston Texans-Oakland Raiders game in
Mexico City. But sporadic games south of the

breezejmu.org SPORTS

border and a few annual trips across the pond
aren’t enough to truly entice international
viewers into making football one of their go-to
sporting events.
London has been a lucrative cornerstone of
the NFL for years, drawing large viewerships for
BBC and Sky Sports, and the Mexico City game
saw an uptick from previous weeks. It’s been
proven that international locations work, and
this realization is starting to dawn on the NFL’s
top brass too. According to ESPN, Goodell is
looking at China and a bevy of other locations
to expand the NFL to. China is a huge market
based sheerly on its population, so success there
could drive up profit margins immensely.
I’ve heard other ideas floated around about
how to stop the ratings bleedings, including
expediting the process of video reviews and utilizing technology to improve referee calls.
Much like rearranging deck chairs on the
Titanic, these small tweaks would help, but not
stop the damage of the approaching iceberg
that is its lower ratings and profits.
CONTACT Mike Dolzer at breezepress@gmail.com.

HOOPS | Freshman
walk-on point guard finds
unexpected playing time

COURTESY OF JMU ATHLETICS COMMUNICATIONS

Freshman guard Tyriq Nady looks to pass the ball in JMU’s loss to Rice.

By MATT WEYRICH
The Breeze

Ratings may be down, but the NFL has a grip on
American culture and that won’t be changing anytime
soon. From fantasy football to Super Bowl parties, the
league’s mark can be found scattered across the country.
Its violent nature and competitive edge has managed to
captivate Americans with relative ease. Take a ride across
the Atlantic, however, and you’ll find Englanders singing
a different tune.
The NFL has attempted to present its allure to Great
Britain, hosting several games a year in the country
while pumping money into promotions and advertising.
Unfortunately, “American football” has yet to catch on
overseas. Europeans have been soccer fans at heart for
decades, and that isn’t going to change with a Jacksonville
Jaguars game or two in London every year.
If Roger Goodell and the NFL really are trying to boost
ratings, they aren’t going to be getting much help from
the British. Regular season primetime games don’t start
until 1:20 a.m. local time. The NFL is always going to
prioritize American viewers over international, meaning
that problem isn’t going to go away.
The biggest issue with London games once again lies

from front

“Real funny, real funny kid,” junior point guard Joey McLean said.
“Everybody enjoys him. He’s just like a little brother really.”
McLean, JMU’s starting point guard, has taken the freshman
under his wing because the two have a similar skillset. In addition
to their comparable abilities, both Dukes are somewhat undersized
for Division I players: as McLean checks in at six feet tall and Nady at
five-feet-10-inches.
“He’s my size, so ... I can learn a lot by sitting and watching,” Nady
said. “How he moves across the defenders and how he uses his size
not as a disadvantage, but as an advantage.”
The two constantly talk about basketball and don’t shy away from
calling the other out on their mistakes.
“He gives me feedback on what he thinks I should do,” McLean said.
“It’s just an open conversation, really. Anything can be said. I mean, if
I have a bad game he’s gonna tell me and I’m gonna feed off that and

with the time difference. When the teams get set to take
the field in the U.K., Americans haven’t even made their
morning coffee. The Washington Redskins and Cincinnati
Bengals faced off at Wembley Stadium in London on Oct.
30. Kickoff for that game was at 9:30 a.m. Eastern time,
drastically cutting into American viewership.
Not only do these games have a negative effect on
ratings, but the teams that play them suffer as well. After
enduring a week of grueling practices, no player wants to
make a seven-hour (or longer) flight. In addition, these
players are expected to maintain their intense regimen
despite having to adjust to the time change. Even if one
can look past all that, the team still loses a game in front
of its home crowd, an advantage that can be crippling
to surrender.
Between San Francisco 49ers quarterback Colin
Kaepernick’s national anthem protests, poor officiating
and relatively mediocre play across the league this
season, it’s not difficult to see why the NFL’s ratings
are down. Trying to boost viewership in international
markets shouldn’t be among the league’s biggest
concerns. The sport has enough problems with its
stateside audience as it is.
CONTACT Matt Weyrich at breezesports@gmail.com.

just, next game, make sure I do better.”
With McLean and Nady spending time together working on
their games, the two find themselves competing against each other
frequently in practice. Nady thinks his relative youth adds intensity to
their competition as McLean doesn’t want the newcomer to get the
best of him. McLean playfully disagrees.
“Ain’t no extra edge because I already know I’m going to win,”
McLean said with a laugh.
According to Nady, learning from players like McLean and playing
at the Division I level has been a dream come true after he spent his
high school days being told he would never amount to anything more
than a Division II or III player.
“I just thank my mom for everything, my mom and God,” Nady said.
“It’s great. My whole family’s proud of me and I thank coach for the
opportunity. I thank the whole coaching staff for everything. It’s unreal.”
CONTACT Bennett Conlin at breezesports@gmail.com.
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THE FIGHT FOR GLORY CONTINUES...
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